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Like any busy working
mum, the thing I have least
of is spare time. But it’s
amazing how many delicious
vegetables you can grow
even if you have only a few
free minutes a day fitted
around work and the school
run. Starting now, and over
the next two issues of the
magazine, I’ll show how to
grow a packed raised bed
of salad and vegetables from
scratch in only 30 minutes
a week. Start off with this
month’s veg and if these
crops don’t appeal to your
tastebuds, there will be a
whole new set next month.
The 30 minutes a week
covers sowing, planting and
caring for your veg, as well
as harvesting – but you will
need to find a little extra
time for trips to the garden
centre. Alternatively, you can
order seeds, young plants
and extras such as slug
deterrents online, which
will save even more time.
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When time is tight, it’s vital to use every second wisely. Use our at-a-glance guide to help plan the key tasks.
In the next two issues, you’ll find more advice on all the essential jobs, so you can keep your plot on track
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Think you’re too busy to grow your
own? Alex Mitchell shares timesaving tricks that will help you grow
tasty veg in just 30 minutes a week

Sow or plant runner beans

August
Start picking courgettes,
runner beans and
tomatoes

Start picking lettuce

Sow beetroot

Plant
kale

Keep watering

Plant out
tomato plants

Plant lettuce

Plant out
courgette
plants

Sow winter lettuces

Keep
feeding

Sow
carrots

Plant out herb plants

Keep watering

Keep watering

Pull out
spent
leafy
crops

Feed tomatoes
and courgettes

Keep picking
beetroot and
carrots

Pull up weeds

A raised bed in a sunny part
of the garden is ideal. You’ll
have to put the bed together,
of course (the ‘30-minutes a
week’ starts once the bed is
in place), but you’ll save time
in the long run since there’s
no digging and minimal
weeding before sowing.
Simply fill the bed with a
50/50 mix of topsoil and peatfree organic compost and it’s
ready to go. Next year, you’ll
be a step ahead – all you’ll
need to do is weed it and top
it up with fresh compost.
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July
Start picking
beetroot
and carrots

Where to grow
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June

Water carefully

Pick off slugs and snails

Start picking herbs

Sow another
row of
beetroot
and carrots
Pick off slugs

May 2018

May 2018

Keep picking lettuce

Sow
oriental greens

In your June and July
issues, you’ll find out
how to keep your veg
plot productive for
months to come
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Your vegetables to start now


May is the ideal time to start your veg plot. The soil has warmed up so you can sow seeds straight into
it rather than the time-consuming task of sowing indoors in pots to transplant later. Stick to just a few
veg so you can grow them well. Here are four that you can sow or plant this month
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Runner beans

1

Push five canes into the soil
to make a circle 40cm wide,
tying them at the top to make
a wigwam. Push two seeds into
the soil either side of each cane
5cm deep. Water well.

2

3

Beetroot

1

Use a stick to make a
2.5cm-deep groove in
the soil. Water along its base.

2

2

Place a seed every 2.5cm
along the length. Don’t be
tempted to add more seeds –
you’ll only create more work
for yourself later. Cover the
seeds with soil.

2

If you don’t have time to sow
seeds, buy young plants.
Gradually acclimatise to outdoor
conditions and plant out when
you don’t expect any more frost.
Gently ease them out of their
pots and plant one on either
side of each cane. Firm the soil
around the plant and water well.

3

3

Tie in runner beans when
newly planted, thereafter
just twirl them anti-clockwise
(viewed from above) around the
canes. Keep the soil moist and
when plants reach the top of
the canes, snip off the tops.

Sow a new row every
fortnight, allowing 20cm
between rows. When the
plants are 5cm tall, pull some
out leaving one every 10cm.
You can eat the plants you
pull up in salads, leaves and all.
Water only if the soil looks dry.

3

4

Pick up to half the beetroot
leaves on the plant for
salads or stir-fries. Check the
roots after 11 weeks, digging
them up when they are about
the size of a golfball.

4

Keep picking the beans
before the seeds inside
start to bulge.

Carrots
Make a 1cm-deep groove in
the soil. Water along the base,
then pop in a seed every 5cm.
Cover with soil, crumbling any
lumps between your fingers.
Sow a new row every
fortnight, allowing 20cm
between rows. Water only
when the soil looks dry.
After 12 weeks, check the
roots, pulling them up carefully
when they are large enough.
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Lettuce
You can grow lettuces from seed,
or you can give yourself a head
start by buying a tray of seedlings
from the garden centre. Plant
them 20cm apart.
Don’t let the soil around them
dry out. For a steady supply of
salad, pick only the outer leaves,
leaving the centre of the plant
to grow on for further pickings.
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Top tips to stay in control
The list of gardening jobs
can seem endless, but our
time-saving advice will
help you keep on top
of tasks now – and save
you more work later on
Weeding Little and often is key
to keeping on top of weeds. When
you’re harvesting or watering, it
only takes a few extra seconds to
pull out any you see. For weeding
between rows, use a small, sharp
hand hoe to quickly cut emerging
weeds at soil level, but be careful
not to damage your crops.
Defend against slugs After
planting out young plants,
surround them with a slug barrier
deterrent, such as crushed shells.
Try to get in the habit of checking
for slugs whenever you’re at the
veg patch. Pick off any you see
and dispose of them.
Watering It may seem that the
easiest way to water your plants
is with the spray from a hose, but
you’ll be wasting time since this
method will soak the leaves
(which can cause disease) while
the soil remains dry. Better to use
a watering can so you can direct
water to exactly where and when
it is most needed. Use one with
a rose attachment when you
water seeds and tiny seedlings so
you don’t wash them away.

Time-saving tip
Space out seeds correctly with a
homemade measuring stick. On a bamboo
cane the same width as your raised bed use
a marker pen to make lines at 2.5cm intervals
along the cane. Press it into the soil when
sowing seeds to make a drill then sow one
beetroot seed by every mark and a carrot
seed every other mark.

Pull out weeds
as soon as you
see them

Use a cane as a
simple measuring
device when
sowing seeds

Where to buy
Scatter crushed
eggshells to deter
slugs and snails

Save time by buying seeds, young plants
and gardening kit online:
P Dobies
0333 240 5933, dobies.co.uk
P Mr Fothergill’s
0333 777 3936, mr-fothergills.co.uk
P Rocket Gardens
01326 222169, rocketgardens.co.uk
P Sarah Raven
0345 092 0283, sarahraven.com
P Thompson & Morgan
0844 573 1818, thompson-morgan.com

COMING UP
herbs and tomatoes, and feed
veg for bumper harvests
P July How to grow oriental leaves
and kale to keep your harvests
coming all autumn and winter
Avoid drowning
seedlings by using
a watering can
with a rose
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FIND MORE advice and videos to help
you get started with a new veg plot at
gardenersworld.com/basics
May 2018
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P June How to grow courgettes,

